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Abstract. This paper develops content-based publish/subscribe algo-
rithms to support general overlay topologies, as opposed to traditional
acyclic or tree-based topologies. Among other benefits, publication routes
can adapt to dynamic conditions by choosing among alternate rout-
ing paths, and composite events can be detected at optimal points in
the network. The algorithms are implemented in the PADRES pub-
lish/subscribe system and evaluated in a controlled local environment
and a wide-area PlanetLab deployment. Atomic subscription notifica-
tion delivery time improves by 20% in a well connected network, and
composite subscriptions can be processed with 80% less network traffic
and notifications delivered with about half the end to end delay.

1 Introduction

Publish/subscribe (pub/sub) is a powerful messaging paradigm that maintains a
clean decoupling of data sources and sinks [3–5, 8, 14, 24, 31, 34]. Interoperating
through simple publish and subscribe invocations is especially useful for the de-
velopment of large, distributed, loosely coupled systems. While there are many
applications based on group communication and topic-based pub/sub protocols
such as information dissemination [17, 22], a large variety of emerging appli-
cations benefit from the expressiveness, filtering, distributed event correlation,
and complex event processing capabilities of content-based pub/sub. These ap-
plications include RSS feed filtering [31], stock-market monitoring engines [33],
system and network management and monitoring [7, 20], algorithmic trading
with complex event processing [10, 29], business process execution [32], business
activity monitoring [7] and workflow management [5]. Typically, content-based
pub/sub systems are built as application-level overlays of content-based pub/sub
brokers, with publishing data sources and subscribing data sinks connecting to
the broker overlay as clients. In pub/sub systems, event filtering is supported
by atomic subscriptions, whereas composite subscriptions are used by more so-
phisticated pub/sub applications to correlate events from distributed sources [5,
7, 14, 29]. To support the class of applications above, this paper considers both
atomic and composite subscriptions.

Most existing pub/sub systems [5, 8, 19, 23] are based on an acyclic over-
lay broker network. With only one path between any pair of brokers or clients,
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content-based routing is greatly simplified. Despite this success, an acyclic over-
lay offers limited flexibility to accommodate changing network conditions, is
not robust with respect to broker failures, and introduces complexities for sup-
porting other protocols, such as failure recovery. For example, since only one
path exists between any pair of clients, an acyclic overlay cannot accommodate
routing around congested, overloaded, or failed brokers. Furthermore, because
acyclic networks are more vulnerable to partitions, failure recovery is more ex-
pensive and topology reconfiguration can be complex since their repair actions
must maintain the acyclic property of the overlay [27]. Maintaining the acyclic
property is difficult since a broker often only knows about its direct neighbors
and not the entire topology.

However, supporting general overlay topologies requires changes to the stan-
dard content-based routing protocols in order to avoid routing messages in cycles.
Consider a topology graph G = (V, E) with vertices V and edges E. Broadcast-
ing a single message in G will generate |E|−|V |

|E| % of redundant messages. For
instance, in a 500 broker topology with an average connectivity of 10 neighbors,
a single advertisement induces 2500 messages, 80% of which must be discarded.

This paper focuses on enabling content-based routing in cyclic overlays. Sup-
porting such general overlays affords great flexibility for selecting an optimal
routing path based on some optimality criteria or utility function, something
not possible in acyclic overlays, where at most one path exists between any data
source and sink pair. A novel dynamic routing algorithm takes advantage of this
capability to route publications based on changing overlay-link statistics. The
flexibility of a cyclic overlay is further exploited by a new composite event de-
tection algorithm that efficiently correlates events from distributed data sources
with the objective of reducing the dissemination of unnecessary messages and
minimizing the notification delay. By allowing for general overlay topologies, the
content-based pub/sub protocols in this paper also provide a foundation for po-
tentially simplifying the support of other features such as failure recovery, load
balancing, path reservation, or splitting message streams across multiple paths.

To address the above problems, this paper makes the following contribu-
tions. First, Section 3 develops significant extensions to standard content-based
routing protocols to enable message routing in general overlay topologies. The
design preserves the original simple publish and subscribe interface to clients,
and does not require changes to a broker’s internal message matching algorithm,
allowing the approach to be easily integrated into existing systems. The solution
applies to advertisement-based and to subscription-based routing, and exploits
redundant routing paths so that publications can be routed to subscribers more
optimally, for example, based on assessing load conditions on links. An inter-
esting byproduct of the algorithm is that message routing can be significantly
improved by performing matching only once per message, as opposed to existing
approaches that match messages at each broker in the overlay. Second, Section 4
presents a novel dynamic routing algorithm for handling composite subscriptions
in cyclic overlays. The algorithm is fully distributed, and seeks to minimize the
message delay and network traffic by continually adjusting composite subscrip-
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tion propagation paths based on the publication traffic and the overlay network
load distribution. Third, Section 4 also develops a cost model that is used by the
composite subscription routing algorithm to dynamically optimize the placement
of composite subscription join points, where publications are filtered and corre-
lated. Finally, in Section 5, implementations of the protocols are experimentally
evaluated on various topologies in a controlled local network environment and
in a wide-area PlanetLab deployment.

2 Related Work

Content-based Pub/Sub: Most pub/sub systems assume an acyclic overlay
network. REBECA [8] explores advanced routing algorithms based on an acyclic
broker overlay network, and JEDI [5] uses a hierarchical overlay for event dis-
patching. SIENA [4], however, proposes a routing protocol for general overlay
networks, using reverse path forwarding to detect and discard duplicate mes-
sages. In this solution, any advertisement, subscription or publication message
may be duplicated. As well, routing path adaptations to changing network con-
ditions and the implications for composite event detection are not addressed.

There have been attempts to build content-based pub/sub systems over group
multicast primitives such as IP multicast [6]. To appreciate the challenge in
doing so, consider a scenario with N subscribers. In a content-based system,
each message may be delivered to any subset of these subscribers, resulting in
2N “groups”. It is infeasible to manage such exponentially increasing numbers
of groups, and the algorithms seek to construct a limited number of groups such
that the number of groups any given message must be sent to is minimized and
the precision of each group is maximized (i.e., minimize the number of group
members that are not interested in events sent to that group). This is an NP-
complete problem [2], but there have been attempts to develop heuristics to
construct such groups [23, 30]. To avoid these complexities more recent content-
based routing algorithms [4, 5], as well as the algorithms in this paper, have
abandoned the notion of groups and rely on an overlay topology that performs
filtering and routing based on message content.

The expressiveness and filtering capabilities of content-based routing comes
at the price of larger routing table state. Techniques such as subscription cov-
ering [4], merging [13, 19] and summarization [34] reduce broker routing state,
message traffic and matching overhead, and are orthogonal to the routing pro-
tocols in this paper.

There have been a number of content-based pub/sub systems that exploit the
properties of distributed hash tables (DHT) to achieve reliability. Hermes [28]
builds an acyclic routing overlay over the underlying DHT topology but does
not consider alternate publication routing paths as in this paper. Other ap-
proaches [3, 9, 21], construct distributed indexes to perform pub/sub matching.
This paper, on the other hand, assumes a more traditional dedicated broker
network model, one benefit of which is the lack of additional network and com-
putation overhead associated with searching a distributed index to perform pub/
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sub matching. The model in this paper can achieve lower delivery latencies when
there are no failures, but still use alternate paths for publication routing in case
of congestion or failure. Admittedly, the DHT protocols, designed for more hos-
tile network, tend to be more fault-tolerant than the algorithms in this paper
which assume a more reliable, dedicated broker network.

Pub/Sub systems have been developed for even more adverse environments
such as mobile ad-hoc networks (MANET). These networks as inherently cyclic
but the protocols [12, 26] require periodic refreshing of state among brokers due
to the unreliability of nodes and links, an overhead that is not required by the
work in this paper. As well, MANET brokers can exploit wireless broadcast
channels to optimize message forwarding. For example, brokers in ODMRP [12]
do not maintain forwarding tables, but only record if they lie on the path be-
tween sources and sinks in a given group. Brokers simply broadcast messages to
their neighbours (discarding duplicates) until the message reaches the destina-
tions. The protocols in this paper, on the other hand, cannot rely on broadcast
transmission and also explicitly attempt to avoid duplicate message delivery. As
well, ODMRP does not support the more complex content-based semantics.

Composite Subscriptions: A composite subscription correlates publica-
tions over time, and describes a complex event pattern. Supporting an expressive
subscription language and determining the location of composite event detection
in a distributed environment are difficult problems. CEA [29] proposes a Core
Composite Event Language to express concurrent event patterns. The CEA lan-
guage is compiled into an automata for distributed event detection supporting
regular expression-type patterns. CEA employs polices to ensure that mobile
event detectors are located at favorable locations, such as close to event sources.
However, CEA’s distribution polices do not consider the alternate paths and the
dynamic load characteristics of the overlay network.

One of the key challenges in supporting composite subscriptions in a dis-
tributed pub/sub system is determining how the subscription should be de-
composed and where in the network event collection and correlation should
occur. While this problem is similar to query plan optimization in distributed
DBMS [25] and distributed stream processing [11], data in a relation or a stream
have a known schema which simplifies matching and routing. Moreover, a data-
base query is evaluated once against existing data, while a subscription is eval-
uated against publications over time. This may result in different optimization
strategies and cost models. In the IFLOW [11] distributed stream processing en-
gine, a set of operators are installed in the network to process streams. IFLOW
nodes are organized in a cluster hierarchy, with nodes higher in the hierarchy
assigned more responsibility, whereas in our approach, brokers have equal re-
sponsibility.

3 Routing in General Overlays

The work in this paper builds on the PADRES distributed, content-based pub/
sub middleware platform. PADRES uses advertisement-based routing adapted
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from SIENA [4] and REBECA [8]. Each broker records its overlay neighbors in an
Overlay Routing Tables (ORT), and advertisements are broadcast through the
network forming an advertisement tree. Advertisements are stored in the Sub-
scription Routing Table (SRT) which is logically a list of [advertisement,last
hop] tuples. Subscriptions are propagated in reverse direction along the adver-
tisement trees, and are stored in the Publication Routing Table (PRT), which is
logically a list of [subscription,last hop] tuples, and is used to route publi-
cations. If a publication matches a subscription in the PRT, it is forwarded to
the last hop broker of that subscription until it reaches the subscriber.

Each PADRES broker consists of an input queue, a rule-based matching
engine, and a set of output queues. The matching engine takes messages from the
input queue and routes it to proper output queues after matching the message
content against the SRT and PRT. An output queue represents a destination
which could be a broker, a client, a database or a JMS broker.

3.1 Challenges
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Fig. 1. Cyclic routing of subscriptions

Cycles in the network in-
troduce misleading message
routing paths and redun-
dant traffic. In the network
in Fig. 1(a), advertisements
Adv1 and Adv2 are broad-
cast and form two adver-
tisement trees. Since brokers
discard duplicate advertise-
ments, the trees shown in
Fig. 1(a) may vary based on
relative message delays. Now,
a subscription Sub1 matching
both Adv1 and Adv2 arriving at Broker 1 from Broker X is forwarded both
towards Broker 6 along the Adv1 tree, and towards Adv2. Unfortunately, at
Broker 6, Sub1 matches Adv2 and is routed back to Broker 1, forming a cycle.

Another scenario of a subscription cycle is shown in Fig. 1(b), where Broker 4,
forwards Sub2 to Brokers 6 and 2, following the paths built by Adv1 and Adv2,
respectively. However instead of stopping at Brokers 5 and 1, the two copies of
Sub2 continue to be routed unnecessarily. The duplicate subscriptions are not
detected until they arrive at the same broker, say Broker 3.

Subscription cycles not only cause redundant subscription messages, they
can cause publications to be routed indefinitely in cycles as they keep switching
among matching subscription routing paths.

In summary, cycles in the overlay lead to duplicate advertisements, subscrip-
tions or publications, a problem that is exacerbated in well-connected networks
with many redundant paths. However, since there are relatively few advertise-
ments, detecting and discarding advertisements is advantageous, provided sub-
sequent cyclic routing of subscriptions and publications can be prevented.
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Fig. 2. TID-based subscription routing

3.2 TID-based routing

We describe extensions to the standard content-based routing using Fig. 2(a) as
a running example. These extensions are contained within the routing protocol
and do not modify the interface to the pub/sub clients.

Advertisement: Each advertisement is assigned a unique tree identifier
(TID) within the broker network. In our implementation we use message identi-
fiers, which are unique in our system, as TIDs.

Normally, when a broker receives an advertisement, it broadcasts the ad-
vertisement to its neighbors and inserts the advertisement in its subscription
routing table (SRT). For cyclic networks, we extend this behavior such that
brokers discard duplicate advertisements upon receipt, so each advertisement
forms a spanning advertisement tree distinguished by TIDs. As we will see, our
approach only requires such duplicate detection for advertisements, which we
expect to have fewer of than subscriptions and publications.

Subscription: When a broker receives a subscription from a subscriber, it
adds an existential predicate [TID, =, $Z] that uses a variable binding mech-
anism.1 If the subscription matches an advertisement in the SRT, the adver-
tisement’s TID is bound to the variable $Z. For example, in Fig. 2(a), Sub1 is
matched by both Adv1 and Adv2 at Broker 1. A copy of Sub1 with TID bound
to Adv1 is forwarded to Broker 6 and another copy bound to Adv2 is forwarded
toward the publisher. In our implementation, the TID attribute may have a set
of values associated with it so that only one copy of the subscription is forwarded
if subscriptions with different TIDs have the same next hop.

A subscription with a bound TID value only propagates along the corre-
sponding advertisement tree. Therefore, when a broker receives a subscription
with a bound TID value, it can forward the subscription without matching the
subscription against all the advertisements in the SRT. As a result, subscription
1 The predicate tests whether a message contains a TID attribute, in which case the

value is bound to the variable in the subscription. Otherwise, the predicate is false.
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forwarding is greatly sped up by the use of TIDs, by matching subscriptions
against advertisements only once.

Subscriptions set up paths for routing publications. We extend the publica-
tion routing table (PRT) to a list of [subscription, {TID, lasthop of sub-
scription}], such as PRT4 in Fig. 2(b). Since a subscription may arrive at a
broker via different paths labeled by TIDs, the PRT records the TID and the
last hop broker of the incoming subscription. A subscription not in the PRT is
inserted; otherwise the existing record is updated with the new {TID, last hop
of subscription} pair.
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Fig. 3. Multiple publication routing paths

A subscription matching mul-
tiple advertisements may be
bound to several TIDs, and will
form alternate routing paths for
publications if the subscription
with different TIDs has different
last hops. For instance in Fig. 3,
Sub matches both Adv1 and
Adv2 at Broker 1, and is assigned
two TIDs in PRT1 with differ-
ent last hops. Copies of subscrip-
tions with different TIDs prop-
agate along their corresponding
advertisement trees and these
paths may diverge and recon-
verge at a broker due to intersec-
tions among the advertisement trees. Thus, a broker may receive multiple copies
of a subscription with different TIDs. These are not, however, duplicate messages
as they correspond to different paths, and are stored in the PRT as potential
routing path alternatives for publications.

Alternative paths for publication routing are maintained in PRTs as subscrip-
tion routing paths with different TIDs and destinations. More alternate paths
are available if publishers’ advertisement spaces overlap or subscribers are inter-
ested in similar publications, which is often the case for many applications with
long-tailed workloads. Our approach takes advantage of this and uses multiple
paths available at the subscription level.

Subscription covering, merging, and summarization optimizations [4, 13, 19,
34] eliminate redundant subscriptions and result in smaller routing tables. These
optimizations can be applied among subscriptions with the same TID.

Publication: When a broker receives a publication from a publisher, the
publication is assigned an identifier equal to the TID of its matching advertise-
ment. From this point, the publication is propagated along the paths set up
by matching subscriptions with the same TID without matching the content of
the publication at each broker. This simple and fast fixed publication routing
algorithm is enabled by the use of TIDs. Alternatively, the dynamic publication
routing algorithm described in Section 3.3 exploits alternate paths.
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Notice that with the TID extensions, subscriptions form a directed, cycle-free
graph between publishers and their potentially interested subscribers, so publica-
tions are never forwarded in a cyclic manner. In the directed graph, there may be
multiple paths between any pair of brokers depending on how subscriptions are
routed along multiple advertisement trees. In fixed publication routing, brokers
do not need to detect duplicate publications and, consequently, no bandwidth is
wasted due to redundant publication traffic.

Property 1 No broker receives duplicate publication messages.2

It follows from Property 1 that no subscriber receives duplicate publications,
since a subscriber connects to exactly one broker, brokers forward a publication
at most once over a link, and no broker receives duplicate publications.

3.3 Dynamic Publication Routing

Subscriptions are routed to publishers along advertisement trees. If the adver-
tisement trees of different data sources intersect, multiple publication routing
paths to a subscriber result. In Fig. 3, Sub is forwarded to Broker 1 over two
paths (Path 1 via Brokers 5, 3 and 1, and Path 2 via Brokers 5, 3, 4, 2 and
1). Publications of Adv1 take the path through Broker 3, while publications of
Adv2 take the path through Broker 2 in the fixed routing approach. However,
if the TID of a publication could be adapted in transit, a better path may be
chosen. A publication of Adv2 arriving at Broker 1, could be routed to Broker 3
by changing its TID to Adv1 instead of being routed to Broker 2.

A routing algorithm is required to determine the “best” path, based on met-
rics such as the fewest hops or the shortest end to end delay. While similar to the
routing problem in IP networks, those solutions cannot be applied to pub/sub
systems directly. In address-based routing, the shortest path can be calculated
based on a global topology graph, such as with link state routing [18], whereas
our brokers are only aware of their overlay neighbors, a property we wish to
retain for scalability and manageability. More importantly, IP networks can rely
on the clustering of addresses; all nodes in a part of the network may have the
same network mask, and can be represented by a single routing table entry. In
content-based pub/sub, however, nodes’ addresses (i.e., their subscription), may
not be clustered. This makes global optimizations infeasible, and instead we use
a decentralized solution based on local link status information.

In the dynamic publication routing (DPR) algorithm, a broker forwards a
message through the link with minimal cost, using the heuristic that this link is
also on the minimum cost path to the destination. To dynamically select paths
while network traffic loads or topologies change, each broker maintains a Link
Status Table (LST). For example, to minimize the delay cost, the LST can store
the link utilization ratio of each neighbor, and update the ratio whenever mes-
sages are sent or received over the link. The link utilization ratio is U = routput

rsending
,

2 The proof is presented in [15].
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where routput is the rate of messages entering the output queue corresponding to
the link, and rsending is the rate of messages sent on that link. The link utiliza-
tion ratio captures the queueing delay of a link. Other costs can also be modeled
in the LST but are not considered in this paper.

When a broker receives a publication, for each matching subscription that
may come from multiple links with different TIDs, it selects the link with minimal
latency, and assigns the corresponding TID to the publication. The algorithm
ensures that, for one subscription with different TIDs, each representing a path
from a publisher to the subscriber, only one publication is forwarded to one
of the potential neighbors. Also, only one copy of the publication is forwarded
to a neighbor if several matching subscriptions come from the same last hop.
For example, in Fig. 3 PRT1 shows that publications matching Sub have two
available paths, through Broker 2 or 3. Consulting the LST, the broker will
forward the publication to the destination with minimal delay, say Broker 3.

When a broker fails or a link is overloaded, its neighbors will detect the
failure or congestion as a result of messages queueing up in the corresponding
output queue, which cause the link utilization ratio to increase. Consequently,
publications will be routed around the failed or congested broker. While this
approach tries to use as many available paths as possible to route messages
around failures and congestions, it cannot guarantee delivery, such as in the
case of a network partition, until the failures have been repaired by a separate
module. Guaranteed delivery is out of the scope of this paper.

Modifying a publication p’s TID in transit seems to change the set of sub-
scribers notified of this publication, but this is not the case. Intuitively, the
algorithm works because for any given subscription si from a subscriber S that
matches p, p’s TID is only changed to an advertisement’s TID that also matches
si. That means p will be delivered to S by “borrowing” branches of another
advertisement tree. The DPR algorithm is formalized in Algorithm 1 and its
correctness is proven in Property 2.

Property 2 Changing a publication p’s TID while in transit will not change the
set of notified subscribers N .3

Our solution exhibits useful properties. First, it retains the pub/sub client
interface. No changes to the pub/sub matching algorithm are required, since
TID attributes are matched just like any other attributes. Second, with the
TID attribute, optimizations can be performed at each broker to speed up and
simplify subscription and publication propagation. For example, subscriptions
are matched only once while forwarded to publishers. Third, our approach gen-
erates duplicate messages only when broadcasting advertisements; subscription
and publication forwarding do not create redundant traffic. Fourth, subscriptions
may determine multiple routing paths for publications. The DPR algorithm can
route publications around failed or congested brokers, making the system more
robust to broker failures and dynamic network traffic. Moreover, the DPR algo-
3 The proof is presented in [15].
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Algorithm 1 Dynamic Publication Routing
Require: An incoming publication p(c, TIDp)
Ensure: forwardMsgs: A set of publications with destinations and updated TIDs
1: forwardMsgs = ∅
2: S = {si|p matches si in the PRT}
3: for si ∈ S do
4: ℘ = {[TIDj , LastHopj ]|[si, T IDj , LastHopj ] ∈ PRT}
5: Find m such that link utilization ratio of destination LastHopm is minimal in ℘
6: nextHop = LastHopm

7: if p′.content 6= content and p′.nextHop 6= nextHop,p′ ∈ forwardMsgs then
8: p.TID = TIDm

9: p.nextHop = nextHop
10: forwardMsgs = forwardMsgs.add(p)
11: end if
12: end for
13: return forwardMsgs

rithm selects efficient routes based on network conditions to minimize notification
delay. This is useful in applications with quality of service constraints.

4 Composite Subscription Routing

PADRES supports an expressive subscription language that can specify con-
straints on a publication’s content and correlate publications in a distributed en-
vironment. A composite subscription consists of a Boolean function over atomic
subscriptions. For example, the following subscription detects when Yahoo’s
stock opens at less than 22, and Microsoft’s at greater than 31.

[class,eq,'STOCK'],[symbol,eq,'YHOO'],[open,<,22] &

[class,eq,'STOCK'],[symbol,eq,'MSFT'],[open,>,31]

The detection of event patterns is carried out by the broker network in a
distributed manner. In topology-based composite subscription routing [14], a
composite subscription is routed as a unit towards potential publishers until
it reaches a broker B at which the potential data sources are located in dif-
ferent directions in the overlay network. The composite subscription is split at
broker B, called the join point broker, and each individual part is routed to
potential publishers separately. Later, matching publications are routed back to
the join point broker, which carries out the composite event detection. Notice
that topology-based routing requires an acyclic overlay and does not consider
dynamic network conditions.

4.1 Challenges

In a general broker overlay, multiple paths exist between subscribers and publish-
ers, and the topology-based composite subscription routing does not necessarily
result in the most efficient use of network resources. For example, composite
event detection would be less costly if the detection is close to publishers with
a higher publishing rate, and in a cyclic overlay, more alternative locations for
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composite event detection may be available. The overall savings are significant
if the imbalance in detecting composite events at different locations is large.

In this paper, we develop a novel composite subscription routing algorithm
that selects optimal join point brokers to minimize the network traffic and detec-
tion delay while correctly detecting composite events in a cyclic broker overlay.
The approach benefits greatly from the flexibility made available by content-
based routing in general overlays.

4.2 Dynamic Composite Subscription Routing

The dynamic composite subscription routing (DCSR) algorithm determines how
a composite subscription should be split and routed. A composite subscription
is represented as a tree where the internal nodes are operators, leaf nodes are
atomic subscriptions, and the root node represents the composite subscription.

The DCSR algorithm traverses the subscription tree as follows: if the root of
the tree is a leaf node, that is, an atomic subscription, the atomic subscription’s
next hop destination in the SRT is assigned to the root, and TID-based rout-
ing is applied to each atomic subscription. Otherwise, the algorithm recursively
processes the left and right children separately. If the two children have the
same destination, the root node is assigned this destination, and the composite
subscription is routed to the next hop as a whole. If the children have different
destinations, the algorithm has three choices: assigning the current broker or one
of the children’s destinations to the root node.

The composite subscription detection cost is estimated based on the cost
model in Section 4.3. A destination broker with minimum cost will be assigned
to the root node. If the root’s destination is the current broker, the composite
subscription is split. Otherwise, it is routed to one of the neighbors where further
decisions are made. The recursive algorithm assigns destinations to the tree nodes
bottom up.

4.3 Cost Model

A broker routing a composite subscription makes local optimal decisions based
on the knowledge available at itself and its neighbors. The cost function can
capture the use of resources such as memory, CPU, and communication. The
total routing cost of a composite subscription CS at a broker is

TRC(CS) = RC(CS) +
∑n

i=1 RCNi
(CSNi

),
and includes the routing cost of CS at the broker and neighbor brokers (Ni, i =
1..n) where publications contributing to CS may come from. CSNi denotes the
part of CS routed to broker Ni, and may be an atomic or composite subscription.

Routing cost at each broker: The cost of a composite subscription CS
at a broker includes not only the time needed to match publications (from n
neighbors) against CS, but also the time these publications spend in the input
queue of the broker, and the time that matching results (to m neighbors) spend
in the output queues. This cost is modeled as
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Let D =
∫ Max(ai)

Min(ai)
dai

sfA(ai = val) = dai(val)/D

sfA(ai > val) =
∫ Max(ai)

val
dai/D

sfA(ai < val) =
∫ val

Min(ai)
dai/D

Table 1. Selection Factor

|P (CS)| =



|P (Sl)|+ |P (Sr)| if op = ‖;

min(|P (Sl)|, |P (Sr)|) if op = &.

Table 2. Subscription Cardinality

RC(CS) =
∑n

i=1 Tin|P (CSNi
)|+ ∑n

i=1 Tm|P (CSNi
)|+ ∑m

i=1 Touti
|P (CS)|,

where Tm is the average matching time at a broker, Tin and Touti
are the av-

erage time messages spend in the input and output queues to the ith neighbor,
respectively. |P (S)|, defined below, is the cardinality of (atomic or composite)
subscription S. To compute the cost at a neighbor, brokers periodically exchange
information such as Tin and Tm. This information is incorporated into an M/M/1
queueing model to estimate queueing times at neighbor brokers as a result of
the additional traffic attracted by splitting a composite subscription there.

Subscription cardinality: The cardinality a subscription S, denoted |P (S)|,
is the number of matches of S per unit time. First, we define the selection factor
of subscription S. If S is atomic, its selection factor with respect to advertisement
A is defined as sfA(S) =

∏k
i=1 sfA(pi), where pi is the predicate of attribute

ai in S and sfA(pi) is the selection factor of predicate pi. The selection factors
of individual predicates are computed based on the predicate operator, and the
distribution of attribute values dai

across publications, as shown in Table 1.
An advertisement’s attribute distributions are disseminated as a histogram

as part of the advertisement. We note two sources of inaccuracy in the selection
factor estimation that arise from having to tradeoff accuracy with cost. First, the
above equations do not consider the joint distribution among attributes, which
would improve the estimation but require more information to be disseminated.
Also, the accuracy of the attribute distributions themselves depends on the his-
togram bucket size and frequency of updates. We leave the exploration of these
tradeoffs for future work.

We can now calculate the cardinality of an atomic subscription S that inter-
sects advertisements {A1, A2, . . . , Aq}, as |P (S)| =

∑q
i=1 ri ∗ sfAi

(S), where
ri is the publication rate associated with advertisement Ai. The cardinality of a
composite subscription CS = Sl op Sr is shown in Table 2.

4.4 Example

We now give an example of how the DCSR algorithm can route composite sub-
scriptions based on the publication traffic and the status of the overlay. Fig. 4
shows a possible routing solution for composite subscription CS = S1&S2, where
the Si are atomic. At Broker 6, CS is routed as a whole towards Broker 4, where
the destinations of both S1 and S2 are different, and as a result, Broker 4 is the
join point broker of CS in the topology-based routing algorithm. If the amount
of data from S1 is significantly larger than that from S2, it may be more effi-
cient to evaluate CS at Broker 3 rather than Broker 4. In the DCSR algorithm
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this dynamic evaluation occurs at each broker until a broker decides to split the
composite subscription, say at Broker 1, in which case Broker 1 becomes the join
point broker for CS.

…         …

6

1

2

4 5
Adv1

Adv2

S2

S1

CS = S1 & S2

3

Fig. 4. Dynamic CS routing

Since network conditions, such as
delay and bandwidth, may change, the
join point chosen by the DCSR algo-
rithm may not remain optimal, and
should be computed dynamically. If the
join point broker finds a broker that is
able to detect the composite event with
a cost lower than itself, it initiates a join
point movement [16].

The DCSR algorithm determines
the location that minimizes the network traffic and message delay costs of eval-
uating composite subscriptions. The DPR algorithm from Section 3.3 further
reduces the cost of composite event detection.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we experimentally evaluate our routing protocols in general over-
lay topologies. For publications, we use stock quote traces obtained from Yahoo!
Finance. Lacking real subscription traces, we generate subscriptions for the stock
quote publication with predicates following a Zipf distribution in order to model
locality among subscribers.4 We explore the properties of the routing protocols
by deploying a broker overlay in a controlled 20 machine local network consisting
of machines with 4GB of memory and 1.86GHz CPUs. Unless otherwise stated,
we evaluate the protocols in a 30 broker with an average connection degree (D)
of 4. Each node is a complete content-based pub/sub broker that implements
the protocols described in this paper. As well, 20 publishers and 30 subscribers
join the system within the first 30 seconds of the experiment.

We compare the end to end notification delay of the fixed (Section 3.2) and
dynamic (Section 3.3) algorithms and measure the CPU and memory usage per
broker. For dynamic composite subscription routing, we observe the placement
of the join point broker by measuring network traffic. To demonstrate robustness
and scalability, we also evaluate broker networks deployed on PlanetLab.

End to End Notification Delay The notification delay is computed as
the average time between publishing at the publisher to the corresponding no-
tification at the subscriber. This delay varies with the number of hops from
the publisher to subscriber and the workload in the broker network, the latter
of which depends on factors such as the overall publication rate and the num-
ber of subscriptions per broker. The delay metric includes the queueing delay,
processing and matching time, and transmission delay at each hop.

When the publishers and subscribers join the system, advertisements are
broadcast and subscriptions are matched with advertisements and forwarded to-
4 The datasets used in the experiments are available at [1].
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(c) Higher publication rate
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Fig. 5. End to end notification delay

wards potential publishers. This initial traffic contributes to network congestion
and large notification delays, and is visible in Fig. 5(a) where the end to end
delay is plotted (in log scale) for each notification. After initialization, the delays
of both dynamic and fixed routing algorithms stabilize, with the dynamic algo-
rithm producing a 20.3% shorter average delay than fixed routing. Our results
show that brokers in the overlay have different traffic loads. In the fixed routing
case, the output queueing delay of an overloaded broker constitutes 25% of the
total end to end routing delay. The dynamic algorithm is able to detect such
congestion and balance publication forwarding across the overlay.
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In a less connected network, the benefit of dynamic routing is diminished due
to a lack of alternate paths. In Fig. 5(b), with D = 2, the dynamic routing delay
is only about 4.7% better than that of fixed routing. At some points in the ex-
periment, the dynamic approach even performs worse than the fixed one because
of the overhead of the path selection algorithm. While Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b)
demonstrate that the dynamic approach benefits from a well connected overlay,
the benefit is not proportional to the connection degree. When the experiment is
repeated with a fully connected topology, the delay with the dynamic approach
is 4.1% worse than with the fixed approach. In this case, the overhead of main-
taining link information does not offset gains in alternate path selection since
all publishers and subscribers are already one hop from one another.

We observe that an increase in the publication rate causes the fixed routing
approach to suffer worse notification delays. For instance, in Fig. 5(c) when the
publication rate is increased to 2400 msg/min, the fixed algorithm becomes over-
loaded with messages queueing up at brokers along the routing path, whereas
the dynamic routing algorithm continues to operate by offloading the high work-
load across alternate paths. The results suggest that dynamic routing is more
stable and can handle heavier workloads, especially in a well connected network.
Incidentally, the small but periodic decreases in delay are an artifact of the peri-
odic publication workload. The publications near the end of the workload match
fewer subscribers and are filtered by our routing algorithms before they prop-
agate far into the network. This results in less congestion in the network and
faster routing of the remaining publications. This phenomenon is apparent in all
of the experiments that use this workload.

In the second scenario, we increase the number of publishers to 40, and
their advertisements overlap each other. As described in Section 3.2, overlapping
advertisements increase the number of potential alternate paths. Fig. 5(d) shows
that the delay with the dynamic algorithm stabilizes 5 minutes sooner than with
the fixed algorithm. Furthermore, the end to end delay with dynamic routing
is 46.5% less than that with fixed routing. (We note again the log scale of the
delay axis in Fig. 5). This compares with a relative benefit of 20.3% in Fig. 5(a)
where there were fewer publishers and hence fewer alternate paths.

The third scenario evaluates a dynamic workload. A new publisher now joins
the system five minutes after the other clients, whose publication rates range
from 400∼800msg/min, and publishes a burst of 1500 msg/min for two minutes.
We further remove a publisher after the burst. As illustrated in Fig. 5(e), the
dynamic approach stabilizes first as in previous experiments. While both algo-
rithms suffer from increasing delays due to the burst, the dynamic algorithm
maintains a smaller delay, is able to recover faster after the burst, and has a
smaller steady state delay. Overall, the dynamic approach is more resilient to
dynamic workloads.

In Table 3, we list the average end to end delay experienced by three sub-
scribers that are 6, 10, and 12 hops away from the publisher. When the publisher
and subscriber are close to one another, the dynamic algorithm has fewer oppor-
tunities to find suitable alternate paths. In Table 3, with a 6 hop path length,
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there is even a 0.8% performance degradation resulting from the overhead of the
dynamic algorithm. When the distance increases to 12 hops, the improvement
is up to 18.6%. We also observe, reading down the columns in Table 3, that the
delay between the 6 and 12 hop subscribers with the fixed approach is 57.7%,
while the corresponding difference with the dynamic algorithm is only 27.4%.
This suggests that the dynamic approach is less sensitive not only to publication
traffic but also to the path lengths between subscribers and publishers.

An important obser-Distance Fixed (ms) Dynamic (ms) Improvement

6 hops 47.2 47.6 -0.8%

10 hops 64.5 52.9 18.0%

12 hops 74.4 60.6 18.6%

Max diff 57.7% 27.4%

Table 3. Effect of subscriber distance on delay

vation from the above re-
sults is that our pub/sub
routing algorithms actu-
ally benefit from a cyclic
overlay by reducing the
notification delay and in-
creasing the resilience to

loads. To demonstrate the robustness and scalability of our approach, we repeat
our experiments on PlanetLab with a 50 broker overlay network. The hetero-
geneous and shared PlanetLab nodes and network make it difficult to derive
repeatable and reliable results, but our evaluations on PlanetLab support the
conclusions made from the controlled environment experiments. Fig. 5(f) con-
firms that the dynamic algorithm stabilizes faster than the fixed one, and has a
smaller notification delay.

Faster Matching Both the fixed and dynamic routing algorithms have
the potential to dramatically improve routing and matching performance. It
takes our matching engine about 4.5 ms to match a publication against over
200,000 subscriptions per hop [14]. Once the TID attribute is bound (see Sec-
tion 3.2), subsequent brokers only need to match the TID attribute instead of
the full publication content. This can provide significant savings, especially with
complex subscriptions, large workloads, or long path lengths. For the dynamic
algorithm in the experiment associated with Fig. 5(a), 1926 publications issued
by publishers resulted in 16997 publication messages, requiring 16997 matching
operations by brokers. With TID routing, where only the first broker performs
full matching, only 1926/16997 = 11.3% of the matching operations are required.

Overhead of Dynamic Publication Routing We measure the CPU and
memory usage for all 30 brokers in the network over time for the experiment
shown in Fig. 5(a). In the dynamic approach, we need to periodically (10 ms in
this experiment) update a link status table at each broker. When a publication
arrives, the broker selects a better path based on the link status table. The
average CPU and memory usage per broker in the dynamic routing approach is
6.3% and 8.9% higher than those of the fixed routing approach, respectively. The
busiest broker in the dynamic approach has the most neighbors and consumes up
to 83.7% of the CPU processing capacity, while the other brokers only consume
16.6% of the CPU. The results show that fixed and dynamic publication routing
consume similar CPU and memory usage. Therefore, the dynamic algorithm
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reduces the notification delay and the resilience to publication workloads without
consuming much more system resources.

Dynamic Routing with Failures In this experiment, we connect 20 pub-
lishers and 30 subscribers to a fully connected 30 broker network. We simulate
broker failures by randomly killing some of the brokers, and measure the end to
end delay of the dynamic routing approach with failures. The number of failures
the system can tolerate depends on the connectivity of the network, and the
position of the broker in the overlay. For example, a failure that partitions the
network will render it impossible to deliver publications across the partitions.
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Fig. 6. Failures

In Fig. 6, immediately after the first
broker failure, which occurs after about
the 1000th notification, the notification
delay increases by up to 89.1%. Rout-
ing around the failed broker temporar-
ily introduces congestion at some other
broker, but the dynamic routing algo-
rithm detects the congestion and auto-
matically balances the traffic among the
remaining alternate paths. When the
second broker failure occurs at around
the 7000th notification, fewer alternate
paths are available, and the notification delay now increases up to 217.5%. This
time, however, the notification delay stabilizes at about 23.1% higher than be-
fore the failure, because the alternate paths the algorithm finds are longer. This
experiment shows that the dynamic routing approach can route messages around
failures and balance traffic among alternative paths.

Dynamic CS Routing We evaluate the DCSR algorithm on PlanetLab
using a topology similar to that in Fig. 4. Twenty publishers publish at rates
ranging from 100 to 600 per minute, and 30 subscribers issue subscriptions, with
one of them being a composite subscription. In Fig. 7 we measure the bandwidth
of certain brokers located on the composite subscription routing path. The solid
bars represent the number of outgoing messages at a broker, and the hatched
bars are the number of incoming messages that are not forwarded. Note that
the sum of the solid and hatched bars represents the total number of incoming
messages as a broker. We also measure notification delays in Fig. 8, as measured
from when the last publication contributing to the composite subscription is
published to when the subscriber receives the notification.

The composite subscription is issued at Broker 6 in Fig. 4, and is routed to
its potential publishers using simple routing, topology-based routing or DCSR.
In simple routing, a composite subscription is split into atomic subscriptions at
the broker that first receives the composite subscription from a subscriber. In
this case, the split occurs at Broker 6, and all publications must be routed to
this broker where the composite subscription is evaluated and unmatched pub-
lications finally filtered out. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 where we see that with
simple routing, only Broker 6 filters any messages, and therefore all preceding
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brokers incur higher than necessary message load. In topology-based routing,
however, Broker 4 is the join point broker, and we observe the filtering that
occurs here in Fig. 7, as well as the reduced message loads at Brokers 5 and 6.
The DCSR algorithm determines the composite subscription detection location
based on the potential publication traffic. In our topology, the publisher at Bro-
ker 1 has a higher publication rate, and hence this broker is an efficient point to
detect the composite subscription. Fig. 7 shows that filtering indeed occurs at
Broker 1 and that all subsequent brokers enjoy a reduced message load.

To summarize, the topology-based composite subscription routing algorithm
imposes less traffic than simple routing by moving the join point into the network,
and the DCSR algorithm further reduces traffic by moving the join point closer
towards congested publishers as indicated by the cost model. In the scenario in
Fig. 7, compared to simple routing, the DCSR algorithm reduces the traffic at
Brokers 1 by 79.5%, a reduction that is also enjoyed by all brokers downstream
of the join point.

In Fig. 8 we see that with the DPR algorithm, the simple composite sub-
scription routing performs the worst, and the DCSR the best. Even compared
to the topology-based approach, the DCSR algorithm manages to reduce the no-
tification delay by 55%, by filtering out messages early in the network and hence
reducing queueing delays. In this scenario, we also evaluate fixed and dynamic
publication routing with the DCSR algorithm. Fig. 8 shows that the dynamic
approach improves the delay by 40.1% compared to fixed publication routing.
We expect the benefits to be even more pronounced in larger networks since
longer composite subscription paths in such topologies offer the potential for
more savings in terms of traffic and delay.

6 Conclusions

Current pub/sub systems [5, 8, 19, 23] assume an acyclic broker overlay network
and do not provide special mechanisms to cope with cycles in the overlay. In this
paper, we introduce a content-based routing protocol for general overlays sup-
porting both atomic and composite subscription routing. Content-based routing
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in a general overlay improves the scalability and robustness of pub/sub systems
by offering routing path alternatives. Our approach retains the original pub/
sub interface and matching algorithms so it may be easily integrated in existing
pub/sub systems. It also minimizes redundant traffic induced by cycles in the
overlay and reduces message routing delay. Our protocols allow publications to
select optimal paths to matching subscribers and composite subscriptions can be
routed to the best event detection locations in order to satisfy potential quality
of service constraints at the application level.

Experiments in both wide-area PlanetLab and controlled local environments
confirm the benefits of the dynamic publication and composite event routing
algorithms. Publication end to end routing is about 20% faster, stabilizes sooner
after a burst, and is able to route around certain failures in the network. As well,
dynamically determining the optimal composite subscription processing location
saves about 80% of the network traffic and reduces end to end delay by more
than half.

A worthwhile future research direction for this work is to investigate the fea-
sibility of supporting some of the motivating applications from Section 1 with
quality of service guarantees. As well, it would be useful to quantitatively com-
pare content-based pub/sub algorithms designed for acyclic topologies to those
in this paper.
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